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• mc enters many QCD processes

• renormalization group running  
of α (0th moment!) JE 1999

• running of sin2θW  
JE, Ramsey-Musolf 2005

• SM prediction of gμ – 2 JE, Luo 2001

• test of mass-Yukawa coupling  
relation in single Higgs SM

• can determine mc with lattice, but second opinion wanted

Motivation
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Relativistic sum rule formalism

• QCD sum rule of moments of the vector current correlator Πq

• pQCD to 𝒪(αS3) Chetyrkin, Kühn, Sturm 2006; Boughezal, Czakon, 

Schutzmeier 2006; Kniehl, Kotikov 2006; Maier, Maierhofer, Marquard 
2008; Maier, Maierhofer, Marquard, Smirnov 2010

• t → 0 ⇒ 1st moment sum rule ℳ1

• differentiating ⇒ higher moments ℳn Novikov et al. 1978

• t → ∞ ⇒ 0th moment sum rule ℳ0 JE, Luo 2003

• regularization: subtract Rc(s) = 4/3 λ1(s) at mc = 0

trivial, it is innocuous as long as one does not mix these descriptions on either side of the sum
rule. As far as the evaluation of the imaginary part is concerned, one is forced, however, to
switch at some specific point in the squared energy s from experimental data to perturbative
QCD since in practice data are necessarily constrained to a finite region while the upper
integration limit is unbounded. In this way one has to rely on local quark-hadron duality
which – at least as a matter of principle – is unjustified. Still, as long as s is large enough,
one introduces little additional uncertainty. Now, the largest value of

p
s for which data of

the total hadronic cross section in e+e� annihilation are available (see the data points in
Figure 5 in Section 3) is 5 GeV, and beyond

p
s = 4.6 GeV data points are scarce and have

very large errors. Around this energy there is still considerable fluctuations in the measured
cross-section, shedding some doubt on the applicability of local quark-hadron duality even
in practice. One of the features of our work is that it merely relies on quark-hadron duality
in a finite region, namely between the  (2S) resonance and the continuum threshold. While
this is still not rigorously justified, it should largely mitigate the aforementioned problem.
Furthermore, by using continuum data only as a calibration of the uncertainty, we control
the error associated with the necessary deviation from strict global quark-hadron duality.
Our approach for the uncertainty calibration of the charm mass is conceptually new since it
allows us to estimate the e↵ect from correlated errors. This should lead to a more reliable
uncertainty estimate than is possible in other approaches.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we review the formalism following
Ref. [5] and describe how self-consistency between moments of the current correlator allows
us to constrain the continuum region and determine a precise value of the charm quark mass.
This section will already contain our main result, m̂c(m̂c) = 1272 ± 8 MeV for ↵̂s(MZ) =
0.1182. In Section 3 we add a detailed discussion of the influence of the continuum region using
experimental data and confirm the validity of the result of Section 2. Section 4 o↵ers details
of a more general fit procedure where parameter uncertainties can be taken into account in a
more systematic way, and we also include a comparison with earlier results. We summarize
in Section 6.

2 Formalism and charm-mass determination

We consider the transverse part of the correlator ⇧̂q(t) of two heavy-quark vector currents
where the caret indicates MS subtraction. ⇧̂q(t) can be calculated in perturbative QCD
(pQCD) order by order and obeys the subtracted dispersion relation [6]
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Features of our approach

• only experimental input: electronic widths of J/ψ and ψ(2S) 

• continuum contribution from self-consistency between sum rules

• include ℳ0 →  
stronger (milder) sensitivity  
to continuum (mc)

• quark-hadron duality needed 
only in finite region (not locally)

• can estimate effect from  
correlated errors across various ℳn
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Result

m̅c(m̅c) = 1272 ± 8 + 2616 [α̅S(MZ) – 0.1182] MeV

• uses ℳ0 and ℳ2 (assumed uncorrelated)

• central value in good agreement with other recent sum rule 
determinations

• less agreement regarding theory dominated uncertainty
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Error calibration

• experimental input error

• truncation error (we use more  
conservative estimate than  
taking last computed term)

• we use e+ e– → hadron data  
to control method (higher  
order in OPE & quark-hadron  
duality violations)

• parametric uncertainty (100%)

• α̅S(MZ) = 0.1182 ± 0.0016
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Continuum

• Rc
cont = 4/3 λ1(s) [ 1 – 4 m̅2(2MD)/sʹ ]½ [ 1 + 2 λ3 m̅2(2MD)/sʹ ]

• sʹ ≡ s + 4 [ m̅2(2M) – M2 ]

• λ1 known asymptotic behaviour

• λ3 free parameter (expect ≈ 1)

•ℳ0 & ℳ2 ⇒ λ3 = 1.23(6)

• removing background from light quarks and (small) singlet 
contributions from Crystal Ball, BES & CLEO data ⇒ λ3 = 1.34(17)

• or fit normalization of sub-continuum data to pQCD ⇒ λ3 = 1.15(16)
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Alternative fits

•ℳ0, ℳ1: continuum region!

•ℳ0, ℳ3 or ℳ1, ℳ2: OPE truncation!

•ℳ0, ℳ2: comparable errors

• (ℳ0, ℳ1, ℳ2)ρ

•ℳ0, (ℳ1, ℳ2)ρ

•ℳ0, (ℳ1, ℳ2, ℳ3)ρ

• these and other options differ by ≲ 4 MeV in m̅c(m̅c)
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Recent mc determinations
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Conclusions & outlook

m̅c(m̅c) = 1272 ± 8 + 2616 [α̅S(MZ) – 0.1182] MeV

• physically motivated continuum ansatz reproduces 
experimental data (normalization and moment dependence) 
very well

• < 0.7% theory uncertainty from pQCD near µ ≈ 1 GeV may 
seem optimistic

• but it is really ≈ 3% in ½ MJ/ψ – m̅c(m̅c)

➡ expect ≈ 15 MeV in ½ MΥ(1S) – m̅b(m̅b)  (in preparation)
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